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Summary  

 

0. Summary 
 

0.1 This business plan has been prepared to provide strategic direction for the business and 
commercial activity of William Morris Society in a time of change. Its starting point is the 
Society’s clear vision and aspirations, and develops a business model that uses them to take 
advantage of market opportunity. This in turn generates growing revenues, profits and financial 
sustainability. 
   

0.2 At all times, this plan aims to remain true to the core values of the Society, and the legacy of 
William Morris – taking what the Society does well and what it stands for, and making the most of 
them in a challenging business environment. 

 
0.3 There is a critical and growing need for the Society to protect its cash reserves through 

sustainable profits. This drives the proposed business model. Revenues need to increase, and be 
balanced with cost cutting in areas such as production and distribution of membership materials. 
Whilst the Society’s overall financial position is strong, its cash position could become vulnerable 
within a few years unless consistent profits are generated. 

 
0.4 The plan therefore proposes a more commercial attitude towards trading and revenue 

generation, by developing the Society’s assets and positioning them in the marketplace more 
assertively. This applies most keenly to membership – the largest single revenue stream. 

 
0.5 Partnerships with others, whether with Emery Walker Trust through the Arts and Crafts 

Hammersmith project, or other like-minded organisations, are key to success. They will unlock 
new revenue potentials, and/or take advantage of economies of scale in costs and purchasing. 

 
0.6 Fundraising features ever more strongly as a revenue stream. The legacy of the Arts and Crafts 

Hammersmith project, in addition to increased organisational capacity and skill, will open up 
opportunity for charitable funds and donations, if a strategic approach is taken. 

 
0.7 In financial terms, the plan: 

 
0.7.1 Returns increasing profits year on year 
0.7.2 Aims at commercial profits from trading, retailing, licensing and commercial hires 
0.7.3 Increases membership revenues, from growing numbers of members and increased 

subscription 
0.7.4 Reduces the costs of servicing membership substantially 
0.7.5 Reduces the ratio of overheads to revenue  

 
0.8 The plan also aims to offer value for money to all members, funders and supporters 

 
0.9 In delivering the plan, the Society - and therefore its staff, trustees and volunteers - will go 

through change and transition. It is essential that the levels of support and skills development are 
sufficient to create capacity to deliver. Strong, consistent and appropriate governance is 
essential. 
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1. Vision, aims and objectives 

The William Morris Society’s vision is to promote the contemporary relevance of the life 

and work of William Morris to a wide range of audiences across the UK and worldwide 

The charitable objects of the Society are: 

a) to improve and diffuse knowledge of the life, work and influence of William Morris 

b) to preserve and make available to all the works of William Morris. 

The core aims of the Society are to 

1) Focus on an educational understanding of Morris and get more people to engage with it  

2) Be the leading authority on the understanding and use of Morris’s work in a contemporary context 

3) Increase the impact of our presence and public profile 

4) Be financially responsible 

The Society will achieve these aims through 

1) Promoting and servicing an active and growing membership 

2) Offering wide public access to the heritage at Kelmscott House and its collections and archives 

3) Delivering learning and participatory activities that draw inspiration from Morris’s life and work 

4) Taking full advantage of the opportunities to generate commercial revenue and other income to 

ensure the long term sustainability of the Society and its assets 

5) Taking a pro-active position in the marketing and promotion of services and benefits and 

developing closer relationships with new and existing audiences and partner organisations 

6) Ensuring that the organisation’s staffing, governance and resources are sufficiently robust to 

deliver and sustain the business 

7) Active participation in and support for the Arts and Crafts Hammersmith project, as a catalyst 

for growth, development and positive change  

8) Responding to the needs of an ever demanding and discerning customer base  

By close adherence to core values of 

• Conviction 

• Collaboration 

• Intellectual rigour 

• Creativity 

• Respect 

  

William Morris 
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Business objectives 

 

1) Protect and grow the Society’s financial sustainability and cash reserves, through financial 

breakeven in 2016, and consistent and increasing net profits from 2017 

2) Increase Society members to 1,500 by 2017, and aim for a 6% annual increase in membership 

revenue from then onwards  

3) Increase visitor numbers to Kelmscott House to in excess of 8,000 (30% increase) by 2020 

4) Increase annual profits from commercial activities (rentals, hires, retailing and licensing) by 

at least £20,000 by 2019 

5) Develop fundraising as a reliable and growing income stream, to deliver an annual income in 

excess of £28,000 by 2020  

6) Seek operational economies to maintain margins and keep overheads to below 65% of income 

by 2020 

7) Raise the profile of the Society and its work through structured and strategic marketing, 

promotional and communications activity, to deliver business objectives 

 

Supporting financial information is provided in summary in Section 7. 

 

 

Schools’ workshop, Kelmscott House 
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2. Context and achievements 

Background 

2.1 William Morris Society (‘the Society’) was founded in 1955 and exists to make the life, work and 

ideas of William Morris as widely known as possible. The Society aims to tell the story of Morris & 

Company’s important contribution to interior design and to explain the relevance of Kelmscott 

House in relation to the valuable contribution made by Morris through design, crafts, socialism, 

poetry and literature. This is achieved by collecting, preserving and displaying a collection of 

artefacts that represent the history of Morris and Morris & Company, for the benefit of local 

people and visitors to the area. This is further enhanced and broadened through a range of 

learning and educational work and community engagement, and through works in publishing, 

research and dissemination through a membership base worldwide of approximately 1,300 

individuals and as a body of academic relevance and stature. Partnerships and networks are also 

key to delivery of key objectives; as is the Society’s extensive research and reference library and 

its national accreditation as a museum within the basement and Coach House at Kelmscott 

House. The Society is a registered charity no.261437, and has plans to incorporate in 2015. 

 

2.2 Over the Society’s recent history, its main achievements have been: 

a) A reasonably stable worldwide membership of over 1,300 with international bases and links 

b) Over 6,000 visitors to Kelmscott House, comprising organised tours, visits from schools and 

educational parties and drop-in visitors 

c) A well-received participatory workshop programme, including full advantage of the 

refurbished Print Room and the original Kelmscott Press, made possible through legacy 

endowment in 2012 

d) Improvements to the Kelmscott House library and archives, offering unique resources to 

students 

e) A regular and well received programme of conferences, events, exhibitions and lectures 

f) A high reputation for the quality and stature of publications and periodicals 

g) The strengthening of the operating partnership with Emery Walker Trust and collaborations in 

the sharing of resources and project development (see below) 

h) An increasing presence in partnerships and collaborations with others to promote Morris’s life 

and work, including the William Morris Network and London Small Historic Houses (Shh) 

i) External advocacy, and support to others who further Morris’s vision through the biannual 

Peter Floud Memorial Prize and contribution to the SPAB William Morris Craft Fellowship  

j) Financial reserves, in the form of capital held in property (the Coach House flat), and cash 

reserves on deposit in excess of one year’s revenue 

k) Round 1 support from Heritage Lottery Fund and progress to round 2 for the Arts and Craft 

Hammersmith project, in partnership with Emery Walker Trust, and development of 

fundraising 
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2.3 The Society is involved in a close strategic and operational partnership with Emery Walker Trust, 

through a major project Arts and Crafts Hammersmith (‘A&CH’). The two organisations have 

worked in partnership successfully for a number of years, delivering heritage services to the 

residents of and visitors to the Hammersmith riverside. There is a cross over in staffing – the 

Society’s Curator also serves in a similar capacity for Emery Walker Trust – and two trustees.  

 

2.4 The partners agree that, by working together on a more formal basis, they can better effect the 

step-change in service delivery needed to bring the work of both organisations to more users, 

residents and visitors and diversify their audience base. By coming together there is a desire to 

ensure that the heritage of both William Morris and Emery Walker is valued, celebrated, secured 

and widely enjoyed, with both partners working towards that aim. Arts and Crafts Hammersmith 

is its outcome.  

 

2.5 The project comprises a mix of 

capital refurbishment and 

improvement works to both 

organisations’ premises to enhance 

visitor experiences, ensure a proper 

museum standard setting for the 

extensive archives and collections, 

and build capacity and resilience for 

future operations. The latter comes 

from a programme of audience and 

learning development work, 

improved conservation practice, 

development of volunteering and 

investment in access and marketing. 

The project, with a budget of £1m, is the subject of a bid to Heritage Lottery Fund (decision 

expected Dec 2014) and a partnership fundraising campaign (£100,000 secured to date). Funding 

permitting, the project will start in spring 2015 with preparations for capital works on site and 

conservation and archive development. Enhanced public programmes run from 2017, and the 

project will end its funded phase in 2018. 

  

Coach House, Kelmscott House 
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3. Business model 
 

3.1 The Society is at an exciting but challenging stage. It has the fortunate position of having 

financial reserves, but to avoid those reserves being eroded over time, its ongoing trading 

position must move to sustainability profits.    

 

3.2 Recent investments in governance review, increased staffing and capacity (eg a new Society 

Manager from November 2014) and participation and underwriting of the Arts and Crafts 

Hammersmith project all represent the Society’s positive response to growth and sustainability. 

The business model now must adapt to provide regular annual profits to protect cash reserves. 

 

3.3 The Society’s balance sheet (2013) highlights a total worth of over £280,000, although £113,000 

of that (40%) is represented by fixed assets and property investments. A further 10% is in 

restricted funds, with around £140,000, or 50% of total worth, as free cash reserves. However, 

the forecast deficit for 2014 will see this diminish, and the Society has further agreed to 

underwrite its proportion of any fundraising deficit within the Arts and Crafts Hammersmith 

project. 

 

3.4 The Society could, therefore, see its cash position drop to below half of its current value within 

two years, and any further deficits threaten the Society’s sustainability still further. 

 

3.5 Put starkly, unless the Society produces sustained profits, it could face cash shortages within 

three years. It needs both to generate additional revenues and address its costs. 

 

3.6 The Society will always be vulnerable to risks associated with both income streams and external 

funding. One of its significant risks is the potential reduction or removal of annual funding from 

Hammersmith and Fulham, as austerity in local government starts to bite. 

 

3.7 The business model proposed within this Plan 

a) Drives growth in numbers and revenues from the membership 

b) Drives growth in commercial revenues from trading, hires and licensing 

c) Builds on the successes of A&CH fundraising, to provide a regular income stream for revenue 

d) Attempts to stabilise costs, and identifies cuts in the costs of printing and postage 

e) Invests in staff capacity and marketing and profile raising, to deliver this profitability 

f) Looks for benefits and economies of scale associated with partnership working 

3.8 Financial summary information appears in section 7. 
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4. Markets and brand proposition 
 

4.1 The Society’s current market profile includes visitors to the museum at Kelmscott House; a 

membership base of around 1,300, (UK and worldwide); higher, further and mainstream 

educational establishments; artists and collaborators influenced by Morris; academic researchers, 

students and scholars; and partner organisations with common interests and values.  

 

4.2 Each market segment has different characteristics, needs and expectations. However, the 

common underlying characteristic is an interest in or admiration of Morris and his influences. 

 

4.3 The Arts and Crafts Hammersmith project and collaborations with other organisations such as 

SPAB, William Morris Gallery and London Shh unlocks potentials for market penetration and a 

widening of scope for development of audiences. This would include occasional visitors to the 

museum, enticed by active upselling and brand promotion; a wider range of educational 

establishment locally and nationally; other academic bodies and councils nationwide and 

internationally; political and environmental groups and their members; visitors and researchers 

that want to access archives and collections remotely; and new volunteers. 

 

4.4 The Society will need to ensure that the membership offer is suitably varied to cater for this 

range of interests, as the membership is not homogenous in nature. However, from a commercial 

and charitable standpoint, membership rates must stay ahead of benefits received. 

 

4.5 Furthermore, the Society possesses assets that that are currently under exploited. Intellectual 

ownership of original Morris designs opens up potentials for licensing for consumer goods and 

fabrics. The Coach House is an attractive, self-contained space for commercial hire, and sales of 

artworks and merchandise can produce commission income. This will require time, capacity and 

commercial awareness, to promote and position the Society and offer expected levels of service. 

 

4.6 The Society’s brand proposition and positioning will therefore be as: 

a) A prestigious, respected and forward looking organisation of quality and stature 

b) A collaborative and powerful partner 

c) A welcoming, accessible and family friendly museum 

d) A custodian of important collections, archives and research material 

e) A publisher of literature and works that champion Morris’s historic importance and relevance 

f) An organisation responsive to evolving membership needs 

g) A local amenity for community and commercial use 
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5. SWOT analysis 
 

Strengths Weaknesses 

Unique membership offer of quality and 
reputation 

Credibility in scholarly and academic circles 

Ownership of unique archives, collections and 
designs 

Prime location, improved by capital works 

Strength of position in networks 

Strong partnership with Emery Walker Trust 

Reputation and quality of learning and 
participatory programme 

Lack of public awareness of Society and its work 

Potential resistance to change 

More activity could lead to loss of focus 

Demands on staff and limited capacity 

Limited physical capacity for visitors 

Limited infrastructure to manage commercial 
operations 

Untested team dynamic 

Over reliance on volunteers 

Business plan relies on fundraising 

Opportunities Threats 

Increase in public popularity for craft activity 
and promotion of crafting skills (eg needlework, 
embroidery) 

Trend for environmental awareness 

Awareness of local heritage 

Ability to link Morris to social trends and 
thinking 

Ability to add value to education and learning 
programmes 

Unique designs for licensing 

Unique space offer 

Ability to add value to visitor offer 

Ability to add value to membership offer 

Membership as a source for philanthropic giving 

Possible delay in A&CH project due to funding 

Members’ attitudes to change 

Potential negativity if Society seen as purely 
academic  

Competitive advantage of larger organisations 
with similar offers 

Loss or cut in local authority funding 

Scarcity of external funding 

Financial challenge leading to fall in 
membership 

Membership subscription increases result in 
drop in renewal rate 

Technological advances move faster than 
Society capacity’s to use them effectively  

Discernment of visitors 
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6. Strategy 

Membership 

6.1 The Society is primarily a membership organisation and has a responsibility to deliver value for 

money in line with expectations. Members have a shared belief in the aims of the Society, but it 

cannot be assumed that they are homogenous in their profile, behaviour and expectations. 

 

6.2 The membership provides the highest single proportion of earned revenue, and there are 

potentials for this to increase. There also needs to be a rebalancing of revenue and cost (eg 

printing and postage of newsletters). Costs need to be cut. 

 

6.3 A four part strategy of retention, recruitment, development and engagement will be adopted: 

 

6.4 Retention 

a) Programmes of research, both into member responses to benefits and services and perceived 

value for money; and comparative information on schemes operated by similar organisations 

b) Regular communications on the value of membership and the Society’s work 

c) Reciprocal benefits with partner organisations for admissions, purchasing, memberships etc 

d) Internal mechanisms to identify and mitigate lapsed or resigned memberships 

e) Promotion of loyalty through gifts and incentives  

6.5 Recruitment 

a) Use existing members to recruit new members by offering incentives 

b) Use Kelmscott House and external events, activities and lectures as platforms for recruitment, 

including training of staff and volunteers to be able to promote actively and successfully 

c) Rework promotional literature (in printed and online forms) to communicate strong and 

succinct messages of benefits, and value to the Society, as well as the Society’s work 

d) Use the increased profile and throughput generated by Arts and Crafts Hammersmith 

e) Use partnerships with other organisations to promote via database marketing and active 

placement of materials on site and promotion of incentives and reciprocal arrangements 

6.6 Development 

a) Establish new ways for members to increase their level of affiliation and support, through such 

initiatives as Friends and sponsors schemes 

b) Upsell by offering longer term affiliation – eg multiyear/life schemes 

c) Promote the tax efficiency of increased giving, and ensure full use of Gift Aid schemes  

d) Establish and promote reciprocal deals with partner organisations 
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e) Instigate an ongoing programme of review of subscription rates, measured against member 

research and external comparators 

6.7 Engagement 

a) Review methods of communication and forms of newsletters, Journals etc and introduce 

electronic media, to make communications more immediate, user-friendly and cost efficient 

b) Offer regular incentives and deals, with Society activity or as reciprocal arrangements with 

others, to maintain regular communication and response  

c) Use partnerships to learn from others about best practice and successful member engagement 

d) Use database management and marketing techniques to build reliable market intelligence on 

the membership and its profile and motivations 

6.8 The Society Manager is pivotal in refining and delivering the strategy and will lead and be 

accountable for its implementation, monitoring and evaluation.  

Retail and commercial trading 

6.9 The Society generates reasonable revenues from retail sales of gift items and publications, and 

this can be developed. There are other assets that can generate revenue: spaces for external 

hires, intellectual assets such as library and research facilities/expertise, unique Morris designs 

for licensing to others, and expertise through lectures and talks. Increased revenues and profits 

are forecast by 2020, supported through consistent management and solid back-office functions. 

 

6.10 Retail 

a) Aim to maintain appropriate profit margins (aiming in 

excess of 50% gross) through attention to supply lines, and 

pricing within market expectations and tolerances 

b) Install e-commerce functionality to the website to sell 

selected retail items online, and promote actively to 

members and visitors through database marketing 

c) Actively promote retail sales to visitors and groups, and 

offer high standards of customer care  

d) Review stock control and monitoring and develop reliable 

management information 

e) Use the opportunities within Arts and Crafts 

Hammersmith to promote retailing, potentially through 

combining sales outlets and e-commerce with Emery 

Walker Trust  

Morris’s original printing press, 

Kelmscott House 
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6.11 Commercial hires 

a) Actively promote the Coach 

House as a venue for 

meetings, events, receptions 

and promotions 

b) Develop sales literature and 

online promotions to sell the 

benefits of space and 

facilities 

c) Take full advantage of the 

capital improvements (from 

2017) and ability to support 

commercial hires with limited 

catering facility, technical 

support (eg WiFi) and servicing 

d) Ensure a market led approach to rates, emphasising location and amenity value 

e) Promote exhibitions and apply commissions on sales of at least 25% consistently 

6.12 Licensing and franchising 

a) Develop portfolio of Morris designs that can be licensed externally, including unique designs / 

colourways that can be branded as Society specific, and devise commercial pricing policies 

b) Research markets and promote options for short or long term licences 

c) Seek legal input into licensing agreements that protect Society interests and copyrights 

d) Promote the Society’s Curator and other trustees/affiliates for lectures and talks, articles, 

papers etc, and adopt a solid charging policy for this and for use of the library and archives 

Fundraising and charitable donations 

6.13 The role of philanthropic giving is growing by necessity. The A&CH project is instrumental in 

raising larger scale funds, for capital and associated activity. This gives the Society an excellent 

grounding for developing relationships with funders. The Society aims to position itself more 

obviously as a recipient of philanthropy and charitable donation, particular from members. 

 

6.14 The strategy will include: 

a) Establishing a portfolio of options for grant, personal and corporate givers, based around 

conservation, publishing/advocacy, campaigning, learning/participation and acquisitions 

b) Training and capacity building to ensure staff and trustees are skilled to undertake fundraising 

c) Promoting regular giving amongst the members, through enhanced membership affiliation (eg 

Friends/Patrons schemes) and migration from supporters to regular donors 

Coach House as exhibition space 
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d) Ensuring attentive stewardship of donors and keeping them informed and engaged 

e) Active and sensitive promotion of legacy giving 

f) Taking full advantage of the tax advantages of charitable giving, and fully promoting them 

Overheads and cost control 

6.15 The Society’s overheads are high in proportion to the levels of turnover, and whilst that is in 

line with the sector, it is not countered by reliable levels of external funding.  

 

6.16 The Society will continue to operate tightly, but will more immediately empower staff to 

manage budgets and costs. Financial targets will be part and parcel of performance measures. 

 

6.17 The considerable expense of servicing members, mainly through printing and posting literature, 

must be reduced. Alternative methods of publishing, including online and through electronic 

means, will be adopted, but will not completely replace paper.  

 

6.18 The burden on repair and maintenance costs is offset in the medium term by the A&CH project. 

A realistic approach to ongoing maintenance, renewals and conservation from 2019 is needed. 

 

6.19 The Society will also review its restricted funds, and consider their best use to deliver 

objectives and support special projects, asset purchases and potential A&CH underwriting. 

 

6.20 The strategy will also include: 

a) The setting of clear revenue targets, cost budgets and gross margin expectations (for retail 

sales in particular) and ensuring accountability is managed by the relevant staff member 

b) Seeking of operating economies in areas such as office supplies, insurances and energy supply 

c) Reductions in the costs of printing and distributing membership publications 

d) The adoption of commercial awareness to monitor performance and risk and protect profits 

e) Training and support for staff in financial and budgetary management and monitoring 

Learning and participation 

6.21 The A&CH project has learning and participation programmes at its heart. The Society’s 

strategic activity in this area will be determined and described by full engagement in the 

project activities, until the end of the project’s funded life in 2018. Thereafter the Society will 

take advantage of the partnerships, relationships and expertise developed, and maintain a 

prime position in enhancing curriculum activity, workshops and participation. 

 

6.22 A policy of market-driven charging will apply, as described with the project’s own business plan. 

This will make small contribution to Society profitability and provide fundraising opportunities. 
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Staffing and resources 

6.23 The Society has hitherto operated extremely leanly in its staffing, and has relied on the 

goodwill, expertise and skill of volunteers (including trustees) to deliver many core functions. 

This is both a risk and a strength, but one that requires a backbone of professional staff. 

 

6.24 The appointment of a Society Manager in late 2014 will have significant positive impact on staff 

capacity. The role will focus on the objectives of this Plan whilst allowing the Curator to 

concentrate on the Society’s heritage, learning, academic and social outcomes. Nevertheless, 

the staff team is a new one, and will need full support and empowerment to deliver. 

 

6.25 The A&CH project will, come 2015 and funding permitting, boost capacity as additional staff 

will come on stream. This will have direct positive impact on the delivery of this Plan. 

 

6.26 To achieve objectives: 

a) The trustee body will offer close support to the forming staff team, and combine the 

principles of ‘high challenge’ and ‘high support’ effectively 

b) Administrative operations will achieve high standards of efficiency and effectiveness, 

supported by the full use of systems and communications 

c) Staff will be regularly appraised against performance targets, and supported in their 

continued professional development 

d) Volunteer development undertaken in the A&CH project will be fully supported and endorsed 

e) The Society will review HR systems and policies during 2015 and address any areas of need 

f) The Society will, in line with legislation, adopt a workplace pension scheme in 2016   

Governance 

6.27 The trustees have committed to the incorporation of the Society as a Charitable Incorporated 

Organisation (CIO), as an appropriate response to managing its affairs and risk. 

 

6.28 The adoption of this business plan is a further example of the trustees’ response to good 

governance and risk. Ongoing monitoring of business performance and the management of risk 

is a fundamental requirement of the trustee body. 

 

6.29 The trustees will ensure that their capacity and skill is at an appropriate level to undertake the 

changes and transitions over the life of this Plan.  

 

6.30 The trustees will also aim to undertake a review of their own training needs and skills gaps in 

2015, and develop a succession plan and policy for recruitment of new trustees.  
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6.31 They will also ensure that there is adequate professional and pastoral support to the staff team, 

particularly during periods of intense change and transition, and that there is space to consider 

any further structural changes arising from the 2014 Governance Review. 

Partnerships 

6.32 The Plan recognises the enormous benefits of working in partnership with others, to achieve 

economies of scale, greater value, increase fundraising opportunities and widen audience 

reach. The working partnership with Emery Walker Trust is achieving just that. 

 

6.33 The Society aims to develop its relationship with existing partners and networks - for example 

William Morris Network, SPAB, London Shh, UCL and Macbeth Centre – and seek ways in which 

aims can be delivered better and more effectively through working with others. This would 

include both the delivery of projects and activities, and in such areas as buying consortia to 

achieve group cost savings. 

 

6.34 The Society will also seek new partnerships and collaborations, particularly in the fields of 

advocacy, campaigning and publishing, with other organisations that share its values and 

aspirations.   

 

 

 

  

Family participation workshop, Kelmscott House 
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7. Financial plan 

7.1 Six year profit and loss summary 

• Increase in revenues from memberships, to £41k by 2020 

• Increases in revenues from trading activities – retail, licensing, commercial hires – to £32.5k by 2020  

• Consistent gross margins on retail and commercial sales (60% retail, 70% events and hires) 

• Licensing and franchising of intellectual assets produces new annual revenue of £4k by 2020 

• Breakeven in 2016 and growing profitability from 2017 

• Overheads from 72% of revenue in 2014 to 65% in 2020 

• Increased income from fundraising and donations – annual £28k by 2020 

 

 

 

WILLIAM MORRIS SOCIETY

PROFIT AND LOSS PROJECTION YEAR 1 YEAR 2 YEAR 3 YEAR 4 YEAR 5 YEAR 6

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

£ £ £ £ £ £

Total Earned Income 75,993 80,486 85,835 93,592 99,817 106,880

Total Other Income 34,600 38,750 40,000 42,500 42,750 43,000

Total Direct Costs 38,860 36,610 37,284 38,270 42,258 44,252

GROSS PROFIT 71,733 82,626 88,551 97,822 100,309 105,628

Total Overheads 78,978 82,773 86,352 93,114 96,279 97,987

TOTAL COSTS 117,838 119,383 123,636 131,384 138,537 142,239

NET PROFIT / LOSS -7,245 -147 2,199 4,708 4,030 7,641

General fund brought forward 198,535 191,290 191,143 193,343 198,051 202,081

General fund carried forward 191,290 191,143 193,343 198,051 202,081 209,722
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7.2 Cashflow profile 

• Positive cash position is maintained and grows 

• Reserves protected by cash profits 

• Protection of cash reserves for any necessary A&CH project underwriting or asset purchase 

 

 

 

7.3 Revenue sensitivities 

• Greatest exposure comes from potential shortfalls in membership revenues, failure of fundraising 

strategy and potential cuts in local authority funding 

• Maintenance of LBHF grant funding is important to preserve financial integrity, but small cuts can be 

tolerated from 2017 – although in time of austerity substantial or total loss is a major risk 

• Less impact from failure of commercial revenues, but consequential impacts must be considered 
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8. Marketing strategy 

 

8.1 A full marketing strategy will complement the marketing plan articulated within the A&CH project, 

which aims to develop new audiences with a range of offers, with a specific marketing mix 

(product, place/positioning, price, promotion, people) developed for each target market.  

 

8.2 This Plan recognises the marketing activity and staff input within the A&CH project, but will 

allocate a small budget until 2017 to its own activity. A larger allocation (approximately 6% of 

turnover) will give sufficient financial commitment from 2017 onward. It is assumed that longer 

term investment will come from using restricted funds held by the Society. 

 

8.3 The strategy in the longer term will require attention to: 

a) A clear and refreshed visual identity/logo, in a variety of formats and form 

b) Sub identities and straplines for each supporting brand (museum, learning programme etc) 

c) A refreshed website, including e-commerce, members’ resource, blogs/debate, event info etc 

d) Printed materials promoting memberships, donations and legacies, events, visitor info etc 

e) Templates for letterheads/mastheads, business cards and email signatures 

8.4 There will need to be a consistency of approach and use, to protect branding and reputation. 

  

•Brand proposition

•Education value

•Hands on engagement

•Contemporary relevance

•Fund prospects

•Commercial prospects

•Brand proposition

•Engagement and value

•Occaisional visitor

•Sense of something special

•High service quality

•Secondary spending

•Commercial prospects

•Brand proposition

•Reputation

•Collections and archives

•Designs for licensing

•Affiliation and partnership

•Funding prospects

•Brand proposition

•Reputation

• Integrity

•Publications and journals

• Intellectual assets

•Expertise

•Funding prospects

Academic 
and scholarly 
contribution

Heritage 
consumption

Learn and doGood times
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Marketing strategy  

 

Communications and PR 

 

8.5 The Plan requires a consistent and regular flow of communications and PR activity, to raise 

awareness of the Society and to ensure engagement. Communications will generate curiosity and 

interest in the Society and its various brand offers, as the first two steps in the AIDA process: 

Awareness 

Interest 

Desire 

Action 

 

8.6 It is important to focus media interest towards the brand messages, and to ensure that all PR and 

media activity is carefully managed to agreed standards.  

 

8.7 The huge benefits of social media in inspiring debate and external endorsement/ recommendation 

cannot be under estimated. The Society has existing Facebook and Twitter presence, with a 

reasonable level of responses and following. The strategy will centre on inspiring debate and 

encouraging personal and local interest stories, rather than as a channel for static promotional 

messages - conversational content to attract interest, rather than polished corporate messages. 

Data capture, feedback and research 

 

8.8 All marketing and communications activity needs to be measured and evaluated, to judge efficacy 

and impact. The Plan will make full use of analytical tools regarding web traffic and social media 

activity. 

 

8.9 A programme of member research, as conducted most recently in 2014, will take place annually, 

using online response mechanisms (eg SurveyMonkey) or more traditional quantitative and 

qualitative mechanisms such as mailings and telephone research. Feedback will also be sought at an 

individual level at key trigger points, such as a lapsed membership, post event, or following 

complaints. It will be important not to over-canvass opinion; proper sampling techniques will be 

necessary. 
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Risk analysis  

 

9. Risk analysis 

 

Key risks 

• Lack of staff capacity to deliver Plan objectives 

• Underestimation of staff and trustee capacity needs 

• Failure of fundraising strategy 

• Failure of commercial strategy 

• Overestimation of revenue targets 

• Underestimation of costs 

• Rate of change and transition too great to manage 

• Loss or cut in local authority funding 

 

 

  

Kelmscott House 
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Contact and administrative information  

 

10. Contact and administrative information 
 

William Morris Society (registered charity no. 261437) 

Kelmscott House 

26 Upper Mall 

Hammersmith 

London 

W6 9TA 

020 8741 3735 

 

Chair: Martin Stott 

Treasurer: Penny McMahon 

Secretary: Penny Lyndon 
 

www.williammorrissociety.org.uk  

 

Curator: Helen Elletson 

curator@williammorrissociety.org.uk 

 

Society Manager: Katharine Halstead 

 

   

http://www.williammorrissociety.org.uk/
mailto:curator@williammorrissociety.org.uk

